
The exploration and development of safe alternatives to 
fossil fuels should be the most important global priority 
today.

To what extent do you agree or disagree ?

Without any doubt, it is a fact these days that fossil fuels are the main source 
of energy to use for many factories such as Oil, Methane gas, Gas and Coal. Of 
course in most of the countries, governors produce Methane gas which is 
natural for their people, who need to turn on their oven or go to warm their 
water for daily use in houses. These fuels, which were discovered and found 
in early ages by people, who look for it, show many disadvantages and 
harmful effects on our life system and environment that it seems the Earth 
may be shouting in some aspects like global warming and climate changing.

Energy has always been the first priority in human life, from the cave to our 
flats. We shall see the development of these changes in history, having 
caused many events. Which leading to  may have been the start of many 
civilizations and developing cities. Back to human history, most of wars are 
happened happening by this matter, like world wars, which could relate to 
many aspects and modern times.

However, I would hold this view that crowded population all over countries, 
may cause this issue. “ Burn to warm, not run to calm. “
Scientists and inventersinventors, geniouslygenius (cleverly), could help to 
find a magnificent practical solution or an incredible efficient way, as well as 
the fossil fuels are for every day life.

To sum up, I totally agree to remplace(replace) our common source of energy 
to with a better one. Although, it this new form must to have these factors, it 
needs to have the potential to be recycled and be contains 
recyclement(recyclable) , harmless and improve our disactivities(inactivity).
The Earth seems like our ship so carrying us. We must act in a more friendly 
way.


